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 Can Equalization of Opportunity
 Reduce Social Mobility?

 By JOHN CONLISK*

 "Greater wealth, health, freedom,
 fairness, and educational opportunity
 are not going to give us the egalitarian
 society of our philosophical heritage. It
 will instead give us a society sharply
 graduated, with ever greater innate
 separation between the top and the bot-
 tom, and ever more uniformity within
 families as far as inherited abilities are
 concerned." . . . "What is most trou-
 bling about this prospect is that the
 growth of a virtually hereditary meri-
 tocracv will arise out of the successful
 realization of contemporary political
 and social goals." . . . " . . . improving
 the environment raises the heritability.
 The higher the heritability, the closer
 will human society approach a virtual
 caste system, with families sustaining
 their position on the social ladder from
 generation to generation as parents and
 children are more nearly alike .

 Richard Herrnstein

 An important area of overlap between
 psychology and economics concerns the
 nature-nurture issue in the intergenera-

 tional transmission of intelligence, income,
 and other characteristics. Psychologists
 are likely to stress parent-child intelligence
 effects and discuss income (or socioeco-
 nomic status or some such concept) as a
 related issue; economists are likely to
 reverse the stress. This paper presents an
 intergenerational income distribution
 model, stressing the nature-nurture issue,
 the relation between IQ and economic
 success, and the long-run distributional

 impact of equal opportunity policy.

 One of the stimuli for writing this paper
 may be of interest. The quotes above are
 from an Atlantic Monthly article by
 Harvard psychologist Richard Herrnstein.

 The article was presumably widely read,
 since it was the cover article and received
 advance publicity through Newsweek and
 Time magazines. After a layman's intro-

 duction to the usefulness of IQ testing,
 Herrnstein presents some controversial
 arguments from which the quotes are

 taken. To the title of this paper, Herrn-
 stein answers that equalizing opportunity
 not only can, but will reduce social
 mobility. At first, it seemed to me that
 this assertion could be easily "disproved"
 by signing a certain derivative in the

 model below. However, discussions with
 a psychologist suggested that Hernstein
 was in effect concerned with a different

 derivative, whose sign provided an easy
 "proof" of the assertions.

 I. The Model

 The mathematical formulation is a

 simple system of three difference equa-
 tions subjected to additive shock terms.
 The variables are defined on successive
 generations of a single family. The distri-
 bution of variables over all families in
 society is assumed to be generated by
 independent drawings on the shock terms.
 The equations are

 (1) Yt = ao + ailt + a2Yt-1 + uyt

 (2) it = 3o + f3Gt + 02 Yt-1 + "It

 (3) (Gt =Yo + -yGt- + Gt

 Here Yt, It, and Gt are the income, IQ,
 and genetic IQ potential of the t-th

 * Associate professor of economics, University of
 California, San Diego. The research was supported by
 National Science Foundation grant GS-3201. For help-
 ful suggestions, special thanks are due to Marjorie
 Honzik, Richard Schmalensee, the managing editor, and
 an anonymous referee.
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 generation of the typical family. The
 Greek letters are parameters. The u's are
 random shock terms assumed to have zero
 means, to have the same variance matrix
 at each generation t, and to be serially
 uncorrelated. These assumptions are ade-
 quate to determine the variances and co-

 variances among (Yt, It, Gj) and (Yt-1,
 It-I, Gt-i) for a given family tree at each
 generation t. Given the assumption that
 all family trees obey the same model (with
 independent shock term drawings), these
 variances and covariances will, for a large
 population, be virtually identical to sam-
 ple variances and covariances computed
 over all family trees in society. Thus, by
 analyzing the equilibrium values of the
 variances and covariances, we can analyze
 the equilibrium income dispersion in
 society, the equilibrium income correlation
 between generations, and similar ques-
 tions. The approach has been discussed in
 my 1969 paper.

 If humans were unisexual and each per-
 son had exactly one offspring, then each
 family tree would be a straight line (no
 branching) and the interpretations of vari-
 ables would be neat. As it is, some conven-
 tion must be presumed which associates
 with a given family exactly one previous
 generation, or parental, family. That is,

 once (Y,, It, G,) is measured on a typical
 family, some convention is needed to de-
 cide which parental family to measure
 (Yt_1, It-i, Gt_-) on. A simple convention
 would be to follow the male, or the female,
 line. A possibly more sensible convention
 would start with a set of rules for deter-
 mining a family's economic "head." Then
 the straight line family tree needed by the
 model could be traced through family
 heads family head, head parent of family
 head, head parent of head parent of family
 head, and so on. Also needed are conven-
 tions about which family members to de-
 fine (Yt, It, Gt) on. Though not the only
 choice, the following discussion assumes

 the IQ variables It and Gt are measured on
 the family head, while Yt includes all
 family members' income.

 Equation (1) states that a family's in-
 come is determined, subject to random
 shock, by the family head's IQ and by the
 family income of the head's parents. Here
 "income' may be used loosely. It might be
 interpreted as any of a number of general

 success measures dollar income, occupa-
 tional status, schooling attained, and so on.
 Since the time period is a generation, Yt
 should be defined as lifetime income. Fur-
 thermore, since equilibrium variances and
 covariances are the objects of interest here,
 Y, is assumed to be measured as a trend-
 less index of some sort (absolute income as
 a ratio to society's average perhaps). Equa-
 tions (2) and (3) state that the head's IQ
 is determined by genetic and environ-
 mental factors. The genetic component Gt
 is determined by equation (3) as the sum
 of a systematic inheritance from the head's
 parent and a random shock. Equation (2)
 states that the head's genetic IQ potential
 (Gt) is translated into actual IQ (It) sub-
 ject to a systematic environmental effect
 determined by the family income Yt-1 of
 the head's parents, and by a random en-
 vironmental effect uit which captures
 omitted variables.

 The apparent n-equation generalization

 of the model, discussed in the Appendix, is
 straightforward. The simplifications going
 into the three equation form (1)--(3) are
 deliberate. Even slightly greater complica-
 tion would prevent explicit parametric
 statement of equilibrium magnitudes be-
 low (see the Appendix). Nonetheless, the
 model as it stands does allow a test of the
 logic of certain important propositions,
 and does allow plausible numerical illus-
 tration.

 The following parameter restrictions,
 some of which are units normalizations,
 will be assumed. Here o{, 2 o2 , 2 YG,
 and aIG denote the variances and covari-
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 ances of it.

 (4) ao=o=oy=oO SG 1 = ai= 1

 0<?a,, 02, a,,+02 <1 t0<Y<

 0-1-G = 0-IG = 0

 Since Y,, It, and G, are all index numbers,
 it may be assume(l without loss of general-
 ity that their origin is chosen to make their

 equilibrium values zero; the restriction

 ao= o= 'yo= 0 accomplishes this. Further-
 more, it may be assumed without loss of

 generality that the genetic IQ index G, is
 multiplicatively scaled to give the shock
 term lGt unit variance; hence the restric-
 tion o-(2= 1. It is assumed that IQ con-

 tributes positively to income after con-

 trolling on parental income (so a > 0);

 that there is a genetic component to IQ

 determination (so 1 >0); and that the
 parent-child genetic intelligence correla-

 tion is positive (so -y>0). Empirical bases

 for the assumptions a,, /1, -g>O are
 sketched in the following two paragraphs.

 Giveni that a,, /1 >0, there is no loss of
 generality in assuming that Y, and It are
 multiplicatively scaled so that ai1 = Oi = 1.
 So the substantive assumption in a, = /3 = 1
 is that a,, /3 >0. The assumptionis a, >0
 and 3>(0 state that it can't hurt in terms
 of income and intelligence to have more
 affluent parents, all else equal. TIhe as-

 sumptions a2+02 < 1 and ey < 1 are stability
 conditions (see the Appendix). Tl he deter-
 miniation of the genetic variable Gt for a
 person takes place at his conception; and

 the random term uGt is an accident of con-

 ception. It seems safe to assume that UGt is
 uncorrelated with uy-t and uit, which
 mainly involve (lifferent forces occurring

 much later in time. Hence OYG = (;IG=0 iS
 assumed.

 The assertion (L >0 (normalized here to

 0,= 1) and ey>O amount to saying that
 genetic factors do contribute to the vari-

 ance of IQ. Psychologists appear to have
 strong evidence for these assertions in the

 form of sample correlations between pairs

 of indivi(luals with differing degrees of

 blood relationship andI differing similarities

 of environmental. background(l. For exam-

 ple, the IQ correlations of (genetically)
 identical twins separate(l from infancy run

 much higher (about .75) than for unrelated

 children raise(I together (about .25), which

 suggests a genetic contribution to the

 variance of IQ. Such correlation evidlence

 can be use(l in genetic mo(lels to estimate

 the "heritability" of IQ a zero-to-one

 measure of the relative importance of the
 genetic conitribution to IQ's variance. In
 terms of e(luation (2), heritability roughly

 translates as the ratio of the variance of

 the Gt term to the total variance of I. 'TFhe
 IQ heritability estimates run about .80,

 suggesting that the genetic contribution is

 very important. Harold Jones and, more

 recently, Arthur Jensen present lengthy
 review articles on th.is type of evi(lence.

 (The Jensen article is the one which stimu-

 lated a storm of controversy concerning

 compensatory e(lucation ancl racial IQ (lif-
 ferenitials, though that controversy is not
 to the point here.)

 'T'he assertion a, > 0 (normalize(d here to
 al:= 1) says that IQ has a positive partial
 effect on family income Yt, controlling on
 parent's income I't-. 'I'he most (lirect type
 of evidence---that based on direct obser-

 vations of the triplet (t, It, I 1`,_)- seems
 very hard to find. My 1971 paper presents
 such evidence, though based on a small

 sample; IQ does have the asserted effect,
 operating through e(lucation. MN/leasuring
 indirectly, a partial correlation of nearly

 .50 between Yt and(I It canl be piece(l to-
 gether by the formula relating this partial

 correlation to simple correlations from.

 many separate studies in the literature:
 about .55 simple correlations betweeni oc-
 cupational status Yt an(d IQ (It,), (studlies
 briefly reviewed in Jensen, p). 15); about
 .40 between son's IQ (It) andI father's
 status Ft-4 (studlies reviewed in Jensen,
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 (5) var (Yt) = [a + X(2 -1)] [1 - (a) +/02Y]
 (6) var (It) = o- + N + ,B, var (Yt) + 2/32XuY

 (7) var (Gt) = N

 (8) r( Yt, Yt-1) = a, + 02 + XuT/var (Yt)

 (9) + I) = [al + o'-' + _u(2X - 1) + d2 var (Yt)r( Yt, Yt1)] (9) r(7t, It_1) =
 var (It)

 (10) r(Gt, Gt-1) = 7

 0a + 0-j + N,u + /32 var (Vt)r( Yt, Yt-1)
 (11) r( Yt, It) =--- [var ( Yt) var (It) 1/2

 (12) r( Yt, GO) = d[N/var ( V /)]1
 (13) r(It, Gt) = (1 + Luy/2) [X/var (It)]1/2

 pp. 74-77); and about .40 between son's
 status Y, and father's status Y,_1 (see
 Peter Blau and Otis Duncan, p. 11 0),
 which is about the same as father-son
 years of schooling correlations (see Beverly
 Duncan). Confidence in the assumption
 a,1 0 would also follow from general con-
 fidence in (i) the many psychologists'
 studies of IQ's independent contribution
 to predictions of educational success, and
 (ii) the many economists' studies of the
 contribution of educational to economic
 success.

 The equilibrium variances and selected
 equilibrium correlation coefficients implied
 by the model are shown in equations (5)
 through (13), (see the Appendix for deri-
 vations). The parameter transforms
 X= (t1 _2)-1, = [t1-y(a2+32) ]-1, and
 2 =O 2+U2 + 2o- y, have been used to sim-
 plify (X, ,u>1 and U2>0). The units nor-
 malizations ai=/i= =u7G= 1 and the as-
 sumptions (YG-= 9IG=0 have also been
 used to simplify.

 II. Impacts of Equal Opportunity Policy

 Hypotheses about the impact of success-
 ful policies to equalize opportunity can be
 stated in terms of sensitivities of the equi-
 librium magnitudes (5)-(13) to parameter
 changes. The size of the parent-child in-

 come correlation r(Yt, Y,-1) is a measure
 of the degree of social immobility in a
 society described by the model. In these
 terms, the question posed by the title of
 this paper is whether equalizing opportu-
 nity can increase r(Yt, Y,-1), that is, in-
 crease the extent to which a family's in-
 come is determined by the income of the
 head's parents.

 If "equalizing opportunity" means re-
 ducing the special advantages of being
 born to affluence and the special disadvan-
 tages of being born to poverty, then equal-
 izing opportunity might be interpreted as
 reducing a2 or 32 in the model. T he deriva-
 tive of interest is the following (since a2,
 and 2 appear only as the sum a2+2 in the
 expression for r(Yt, Yt-1)).

 5Or(Yt, Vt-1)

 ( ) (a2 +02)

 o-102 5+2XA +,2 (X 1) [1 - (a2 +02)21 1 +XU2

 [a-2+X\(2,u- 1) ]2

 In view of parameter constrainits (4), this
 derivative must be positive; that is, oppor-
 tunity equalization must increase social

 mobility. This contradicts the opening
 quotes, and responds "no" to the title
 question.
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 However, there is a second sensible in-
 terpretation of equalizinig opportunity.

 Many sources of unequal opportunity are
 not related to parenital affluence or pov-
 erty. Reduction of these would be reflectedI
 in the model by a reductioni in the vari-

 ances ay and a. of the shock terms u-t
 and u,t. Since a', and aT appear in the ex-
 pression for r(Yt, Y,-1) only within
 a2 =a 2 +(2+ 2ai -i (the variance of uyt+ uirt),
 the relevant derivative is

 (15) Or( Yt, Yt_,),'//)2 =

 - XtY[1 - (a. + 02 )2]-1 var ( Y't)-2

 which must be niegative in view of parame-

 ter constraints (4); that is, opportunity
 equalization in the form of a reductioni of
 a2 decreases social mobility. T his agrees

 with the opening quotes, and responds
 "yes" to the title question.

 Summarizing, the two types of opportu-

 nity equalization- I) reduction in a2,+/2

 and (II) reduction in (X2---will have oppo-

 site effects on social mobility. Intuitively,

 a,) and d-2 represent systematic parent-child
 connections in the model, so reducing

 a2)+/2 will reduce the equilibrium parent-
 child connection measure r(I't, Yt--1). On
 the other hand, a2 represents random noise
 in the model, so reducing 2 increases the
 systematic connection measure r(Yt, YFt-).
 An example of predominantly type I equal-

 ization (reducing a2+ /2) might be a com-
 pensatory preschool program for chilclren

 of the poor. An example of predominantly
 type II equalization might be the replace-
 ment of ran(lom military conscription by
 an all-volunteer system. Many equaliza-

 tion policies which come to mind are not
 clearly of one or the other type, but a mix-
 ture. For example, federal subsidization of
 genetic counseling might reduce the inci-
 dence of birth defects at all income levels,

 thus reducing cJ2; but, to the extent that
 more affluent persons already received the
 counseling, there might be a bigger effect

 at lower income levels, thus reducing

 a2+ :2. For many opportunity equalization
 policies, therefore, the net effect oni social

 mobility woul(1 seem to be an openi issue.

 'T'he same conclusions apply for an ap-

 parent alterniate measure of social mobil-

 ity. In view of the parameter normaliza-

 tions ao0=o0='y0=(O and asx1=W1= 1, stbsti-
 tutioin of (2) and (3) in (1) yields the re-

 duced form equation for Yt.

 (16) Yt = yGt-1 + (a2 + 02) "t--1

 + (Uy-t + 1j1t, + UGt)

 'I'he equiilibrium coefficienit of (letermina-

 tion, call it Rw, of this eq-uation is a rea-
 sonable measure of social immobility. In

 viewv of the parameter normalization
 ,. =I and the assumptions (YG=(IG=0,

 the error term variance of (16) is 1+(T9-

 Hence RY is

 (17) R1- = 1 - (1 + a )/var (Y,)

 from which the derivatives of Ri- with re-
 spect to a2+ 2 and U2 follow.

 (18) aR/-1/a(a., + d.2))

 (lR ) ( l- RY) [X\'y + (a2 + /32)

 var(Yt)] /[ + X (2. - 1)]

 - [X(2, -1) - 1]

 /2R1,L - (X + F i) 2] )var ( Yt) ] }

 In view of parameter constraints (4) (and
 their implication that X, u> 1), these two
 derivatives must be positive and negative,
 respectively. Therefore, the preceding dis-
 cussioIn of types I and II equalization ap-
 ply to the social immobility measure R- as

 well as to the measure r(Yt, Yt-1).
 'T'he paradoxical statement that oppor-

 tunity equalization might reduce social
 mobility is in a sense a contrived paradox.

 To many advocates of opportuniity equal-
 ization, the major goal is a reduction in
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 the income inequality measure var Jr,),
 rather than the social immobility measures
 r(Y,, Y,-1) and Ry. T Ihe relevant deriva-
 tives are

 (19) a var ( 7tY) /(a,+a ) =

 2[XTy,u2 + (a., + 02) var ( Yt)]

 /At - (a2 + 12 )2]

 a var ( Yt)i/(-2 = 1/[t- (a2 + 02)2]

 Since both of these magnitudes must be
 positive, then either type of opportunity
 equalization will reduce income inequality.
 TI he paradox is thus a result of casual ver-
 bal e(quations between income equality and
 social mobility, whereas the two concepts
 are distinct (at least as measured here) and
 can move in opposite directions.

 TFhe heritability concept introduced
 above-the share of genetic factors in the
 variance of a measure-would best be rep-
 resented here by var (Gt) /var (It) and
 var (Gt)/var (Yt), for IQ and income, re-
 spectively. Barring eugenic changes in
 var (Gt), these heritability measures are
 just inverse measures of inequality in IQ
 and income. Thus, the statement that op-
 portunity equalization decreases inequal-
 ity is equivalent to the statement that op-
 portunity equalization increases heritabil-
 ity, though this equivalence is not apparent
 in some contexts (in the opening quotes
 for example).

 III. Rough Orders of Magnitude

 The model, in the simple form given or
 in much expanded form, would present no
 unusual estimation problems if data were
 available. Unfortunately, intergenerational
 data of the sort needed are not available
 (Gt is not even measurable). Nevertheless,
 rough orders of magnitude for the deriva-
 tives discussed above, those of r(Yt, Yt-1),
 Rx, and var (Yt) with respect to a2+12 and
 0T2, can be inferred from evidence in the lit-
 erature. These derivatives can be express-
 ed as functions of the three correlations

 r(Yt, Yt-,), r(Gt, Gt-1), and r(Yt, Gt) ;1 and
 there is evidence in the literature suggest-
 inig the following specifications for the
 three correlations.

 (20) r(Yt, Yt__1) = .4 r(Gt, Gt-1) = .5

 .40 < r(Yt, Gt) ? .75

 Table 1 presents values of the derivatives
 for these specifications. If the magnitudes
 of the derivatives are judged by the sizes of
 the elasticities (in parentheses on the
 table), it appears that type I opportunity
 equalization (reduction of a22+-2) has a
 larger impact (in absolute value) on social
 mobility than type II equalization (reduc-
 tion in a-2). This is encouraging since type I
 equalization increases mobility, whereas
 type II diminishes it. The elasticities of
 var (Yt) suggest a reverse pattern; type II
 equalization appears to have a larger im-
 pact on inequality than type I equaliza-
 tion.

 Specifications (20) need justification.
 Here "income" Y, may be interpreted as
 any general economic success measure.
 Father-son dollar income data for Yt are
 not available; but father-son occupational
 status correlations and years of schooling
 correlations2 cluster remarkably closely
 about the value r(Yt, Yt-1) =.4 specified
 in (20).

 I Equations (5), (8), (10), (12), (14), (15), (18), and
 (19) form a system of 10 equations determining the 10

 magnitudes (X2+:2, .Y, (2, ar(Yt, Yt+])/ (a2+02),
 e3r(Y1t, Yt_1)/aU2o, ORY/a(a2+-2), ORy/Ocr2, Ovar
 ( Y) t/3 (a2+12), Ovar ( Yt) /,02, and var(Yt) as
 functions of the three correlations r(Yt, Yt-), r(Gt,
 Gt,), and r(IYt, Gt). Explicit solutions are available,
 but are excessively tedious to present here.

 2 B. Duncan reports father-son years of schooling
 correlations of about .4; unpublished calculations yield
 a similar result for the sample analyzed in Morgan et
 al. Peter Blau and Otis Duncan, p. 110, report about the
 same again for father-son occupational status correla-
 tions. In each case the sample is large, representative of
 the United States, and apparently of high quality.
 lFurthermore, the correlations for subsamples by son's
 age group do not vary much around the .4 benchmark
 (which lends some credence to the use of equilibrium
 analysis).
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 TABLE l-DERIVATIVES

 Derivatives and (in Parentheses) Elasticities

 of r(Yt, Yt--1) of Ry of var (Yt)
 Assumed with respect to with respect to with respect to
 Value of - --

 r(Yt, GO) a2+a32 a2 a2+f3 o2

 .75 .92 -.10 .73 -.08 2.34 1.02
 (.32) (-.28) (.22) (-.20) (.12) (.43)

 .70 .93 -.07 .75 - .06 2.85 1.03
 (.41) (-.28) (.29) (-.21) (.15) (.50)

 .65 .94 -.05 .77 -.05 3.49 1.05
 (.50) (-.27) (.35) (-.22) (.19) (.56)

 .60 .95 - .04 .79 - .04 4.29 1.06
 (.57) (-.25) (.42) (-.22) (.22) (.62)

 .55 .96 -.02 .81 -.03 5.33 1.08
 (.64) (-.22) (.49) (-.22) (.24) (.68)

 .50 .97 -.02 .84 -.02 6.71 1.09
 (.71) (-.20) (.56) (-.20) (.27) (.73)

 .45 .97 -.01 .86 -.01 8.56 1.11
 (.77) (- .17) (.63) (-.19) (.29) (.78)

 .40 .98 -.01 .89 -.01 11.16 1.13
 (.81) (-.14) (.69) (-.16) (.31) (.83)

 Note: All entries assume r(Yt, 't-1) =.4 and r(Gt, Gt-,) =.5

 Since the genetic IQ potential G, is not
 measurable, there are no reports in the

 literature on r(Gt, Gt_1). However, L.
 Erlenmeyer-Kimling and Lissy Jarvik, in

 surveying parent-child correlations of mea-
 sured IQ, suggest a consensus figure of

 about r(It, It-,)= .5. Three reasons may be
 advanced for speculating that r(Gt, Gt_1) is
 about the same, as specified in (20). First,

 estimates of the heritability var (G,)/var
 (It) of intelligence run quite high (about
 .8 as surveyed by Jensen, pp. 46-5 1), sug-

 gesting that Gt and It vary closely to-
 gether. Second, the forces causing a diver-

 gence between r(I,, It-,) and r(G,, G,_1)
 push in both directions, thus possibly can-
 celling. In equation (2), the noise term uit

 tends to make r(It, It-,) smaller than
 r(G1, G,-1), while the systematic term
 d> Yt-1 tends to make r(It, It-,) larger.
 Third, r(Gt, Gt-1) =.5 is the theoretical
 value predicted by very simple genetic
 models (see Jensen, p. 49).

 The specification .40 < r(Yt, Gt) < .75 in

 (20) cannot be verified directly from the

 literature, since Gt is not measurable; but

 reported values of r(Yt, I,) are suggestive
 proxies. In surveying the literature, Jen-

 sen, pp. 15-16, reports r(Yt, Ij) values
 from .42 to .57, where Yt is measured as

 occupational status; and Jacob Miner,

 p. 67, reports r(Yt, It) values from .44 to
 .75, where Yt is measured as years of
 schooling.

 T'able 2 provides further checks on the

 plausibility of specifications (20) by pre-
 senting the implied values of some other
 magnitudes. The tabled income heritabil-

 ity var (Gt)/var (Yj) figures are plausible.
 TIhere is evidence in the literature (re-
 viewed in Jensen, pp. 58-59) that scholas-
 tic achievement has on the order of half the
 heritability of IQ, presumably because

 many environmental factors intervene be-
 tween potential and achievement. For the

 same reason, one might guess that income
 will have substantially lower heritability
 than IQ (where, as noted in the paragraph
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 TABLE 2--OTHER MAGNITUDES

 Assumed

 Value of HeritabilitV

 r(Yt, GO) var (Gt)/var (IVt) a2 1C(l+22) a2+2 Ry

 .75 .49 1.15 .47 .14 .21
 .70 .41 1.58 .39 .18 .21
 .65 .34 2.12 .32 .21 .21
 .60 .28 2.81 .26 .24 .21
 .55 .23 3.71 .21 .27 .20
 .50 .18 4.90 .17 .29 .19
 .45 .14 6.52 .13 .32 .19
 .40 .11 8.80 .10 .33 .18

 Note: All entries assume r(Ft, t-1) =.4 and r(Gt, Gt1) =.5

 following (4), IQ has estimated heritability
 of about .8). TI'he heritability figures on
 Table 2 are consistent with this guess. 'To
 interpret the o-2 figures on Table 2, it is
 helpful to recall that 1+0.2 is the variance

 of the shock terms Uyt+Ult+u(Gt of the re-
 duced form equation (16) for Yt. In view
 of the normalization o-2= 1, the ratio
 1t(l+o-2) is a measure of the genetic con-
 tribution to the variance of the Yt con-
 temporaneous shock term a short-run
 heritability of sorts. 'IThe tabled values
 of 1//(l+a2) run about the same as
 var (Gt)//var (Yt). In this sense, one might
 say that short- and long-run heritability
 are about the same, which does not appear
 to violate any intuitive expectations. The

 tabled values of a,2+32 add slightly to the
 credibility of specification (20) by not
 going negative. The tabled values of R4
 are consistent with evidence from the eco-
 nomic literature. Regressions of income on
 long lists of explanatory variables yield R2
 in the neighborhood of .35. Since R4 is
 based on an equation with only two ex-
 planatory variables (father's potential IQ
 and father's income), 4r might be ex-
 pected to run substantially less than .35,
 as it does.

 IV. A Redistributive Tax Application

 Let Yt represent dollar income after all
 existing government tax and spending

 mechanisms have been accounted for. Now
 suppose the government adds a linear re-
 distributive income tax, specified so taxes
 are negative below the mean income and
 positive above the mean income. Such a
 specification assures that the net revenue
 of the tax is zero; it is purely a redistribu-
 tive tax. If r is the marginal tax rate and
 Y' is income after this additional tax, then
 the equation Y' = rE( Yt) + (1 -r) Yt de-
 scribes the tax; taking expected values
 yields the zero net revenue condition
 E(YV) = E(Yt). The entire model naturally
 rewrites as

 t= rE(Yt) + (1- r) Yt

 Vt = It + Ct2 Yt-1 + Uy-t

 I, = Gt + /02 Yt-i + Urt

 Gt = Gt_ + UGt

 where the units normalizations ao1= 13G
 = yo = 0 and a, = i1 = 1 have been used. The
 new expressions for var (Yt), r(Yt, Yt-1),
 and Ri- are the same as the old except that
 at2+f32 must be replaced by (1-r) (a2+32)
 wherever it appears. Since (1 - r) (a2+02)
 now plays the role of at2+/32, it follows from
 (14), (18), and (19) that the imposition of
 the redistributive tax both reduces in-
 equality and increases social mobility. To
 get a notion of magnitude, let specifica-
 tions (20) hold with r(Yt, Gt) fixed at .5.
 TIhen a2+32-=.29, ty= .5, and q2= 4.90 For
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 these parameter magnitudes, the following

 measures of mobility and inequality follow
 for r=O and r=.15.

 rIt Yt-1) Ry var (VIt)

 r=O .40 .19 7.32
 r=. 15 .36 .16 7.05

 V. Conclusion

 Though the model has been kept simple,
 the linear form can accommodate a large
 number of additional variables and still be

 numerically operational. The data problem

 cannot easily be overcome so long as the

 model involves parent-child observations
 on intelligence variables (especially an un-

 measurable one like Gt). However, a use-
 ful model of this type could be constructed
 for more available data. For example, a
 cross-family sample of data on income, oc-
 cupation, education, IQ, wealth, family

 size, and other variables is not hard to col-
 lect. Matched data for the head's parents

 would not be available for all variables;
 but the head could provide enough of them
 (parental occupation, education, family
 size, and others) to allow sensible model-
 ling of intergenerational mechanisms.

 As it stands, the model has no provision

 for the special social immobilities which
 face various subgroups of society (ethnic
 minorities for example). A straightforward
 way to handle such immobilities is to

 specify different parameter values for the
 various subgroups. The model would then
 generate a separate income distribution

 for each subgroup.
 Another natural extension of the model,

 given recent interest in random coefficient

 regression models, is to add a (zero mean)
 shock term to each coefficient of the model

 as well as to each equation of the model.
 In the case of n equations (and thus n2 co-

 efficients), this would add n2(n2+ 1) /2 ad-
 ditional parameters to the model-the

 variances and covariances of the n2 co-
 efficient shocks. Thus, in the general case,

 the extension would be expensive in num-

 ber of parameters. However, one special

 case may be of iinterest. In most of the ex-
 pressions of interest above, the crucial

 parameters a2 and 2 appear only as the
 sum a2?/+2. Suppose this sum is subjected
 to a serially uncorrelated, additive shock of
 constant variance; while other coefficients

 remain unshocked. Then, as the Appendix
 shows, all of the derivatives discussed in
 Section 1I retain their signs. That is, rela-
 tive to the issues raised in this paper, the
 addition of a shock to a2+/2 leaves the

 model qualitatively unchanged.

 Finally, the model's answer to the title

 question and to the opening quotes may
 be summarized. Opportunity equalization

 may increase or reduce social mobility, de-
 pending on the type of equalization. Either

 way, however, opportunity equalization
 will reduce inequality. Therefore, the
 opening quotes seem unreasonably pessi-

 mistic. If opportunity equalization reduces
 inequality, it is hard to see how this
 equalization will "give us . . . ever greater

 separation between the top and the bot-
 tom." And, even if opportunity equaliza-
 tion does reduce social mobility, a "virtual

 caste system" seems unlikely. In the ex-

 treme case of total opportunity equaliza-

 tion (represented in the model by a2 f32
 = (2= =0), the immobility measures r( Yt
 Yt-1) and Ry would reduce to r(Gt, Gt_i);
 and psychological evidence suggests a

 value for r(Gt, G,-1) of about .5 (see Sec-
 tion III). A society where only 25 percent
 of children's income variance was ex-
 plained by parents' incomes would not
 seem well described by virtual caste

 system.

 APPENDIX

 Derivation of Equilibrium Expressions

 The model of the text is a special case of
 the following linear difference equation sys-
 tem with additive shock term.
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 (Al) yt = Ayt-, + ut, E(ut) = 0,

 tU if t = s

 E(utu'')= ji if=ts

 Here A is an (n, n) constant matrix; U is an
 (n, n) nonnegative definite constant matrix;

 and yt and ut are (n, 1) random variable vec-
 tors at time t. The system (Al) is defined on

 a typical family tree. The elements of yt are
 measurements on n characteristics of the t-th
 generation of the family (income, IQ, and so
 on). The distribution of these characteristics
 over all families is generated by independent
 drawings on the shock vector Ut.

 Corresponding to the stochastic system
 (Al) are two nonstochastic systems, one n

 equation system for the mean of yt, call it 4t,
 and one n2 equation system for the vari-
 ance matrix of Yt, call it St:

 (A2) /t= AAt=

 (A3) S = U + (A C) A)S*1

 Here an asterisk indicates the "stacking"
 operation; for example, S* is the (n2, 1) vec-
 tor gotten by stacking the columns of St
 (first column on top, second column next,
 and so on).

 Taking expectations of (Al) leads immedi-
 ately to (A2). Taking the variance matrix of
 (Al) leads to St=ASt-1A'+U, and (A3) is
 simply the stack of this. The condition that
 the eigenvalues of A be less than one in mod-
 ulus is sufficient for the existence of unique
 equilibria u = O and S* = (I-A XA)-1U* for
 (A2) and (A3), and is necessary and sufficient
 for their global stability. (The coincidence of
 asymptotic properties for (A2) and (A3) fol-
 lows from the theorem that the n2 eigen-
 values of the Kronecker product A 0A equal
 the n2 pairwise.products of the eigenvalues
 of A.) Letting R and R-1 be the equilibrium
 correlation matrices of yt with itself and with
 yt-1, respectively, the relevant formulas for
 the magnitudes in the text are

 (A4) S* = (I - A A)-1U*,

 R = WSW, R1 = WASW

 Here W=diag (sj1 '2, . . , snn'2), where the
 sii are the diagonal elements of S.

 The three-equation model (l)-(3) in the
 text can be reduced to a two-equation model

 in Yt and Gt by using (2) to substitute out It.
 The resulting system is of the form (Al) with

 yt = (Yt, Gj)' and

 (A5) A =(+ 0 )

 u 17+2 U )

 Here the units normalizations a, = = = 1
 and the assumptions CY G = oI G = O have been
 used to simplify. The eigenvalues a2+f2 and
 ,y of A lie between zero and one by assump-
 tions (4); hence the model has a unique
 globally stable equilibrium. Plugging (A5)
 into (A4) and manipulating yields the equi-

 librium expressions var (Yt) and var (Gt) as
 the diagonal elements of S, r(Yt, Gt) as the
 off-diagonal of R, and r(Yt, Yt-1) and
 r(Gt, Gt-1) as the diagonals of R-1. The equi-
 librium expressions involving It can then be
 derived using equation (2).

 Even though the condensed system of
 (A5) is only of size n = 2, the matrix to be in-
 verted in (A4) is of size n2 =4, which would
 already be too large for explicit inversion in
 terms of parameters if A were not triangular.
 This explains the comment in the text that
 even slightly greater complexity in the model
 would prevent explicit parametric statement
 of equilibrium magnitudes.

 Now suppose equation (Al) is expanded to
 allow random coefficients. Specifically, let

 (A6) yt = (A + Zt)yt-, + ut

 where Zt is an (n, n) matrix of zero mean
 coefficient shocks at time t. Let each element

 of Zt be serially uncorrelated with itself, with
 all other elements of Zt, and with all elements
 of Ut. And let each element of Zt have con-
 stant variance, and constant covariance with
 all other elements of Zt and all elements of ut.
 For this expanded model, my 1972 paper
 showed that the equilibrium variance matrix

 of yt, call it S+, is given in stacked form by

 (A7) S+ = (I-A 0 A-C) U

 Here C is (n2, n2) constant matrix displaying
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 the variances and covariances of the ele-
 ments of Zt in the form C=E(Z, )Zt)
 (which is not usual variance matrix form).
 The necessary and sufficient global stability
 condition for the equilibrium (A7) is that
 every eigenvalue of A OA +C have modulus
 less than one. The formulas for the contem-
 poraneous and one lag correlation matrices,
 call them R+ and (R+)-1, are similar to those
 in (A4).

 (A8) R+= W+S+W+ and

 (R+)1 = W+AS+W+

 where W =diag (S-1i2 S- 1/2 ). In the
 special case when a1l is the only element of
 A with a positive variance shock term, C

 takes the form cnlEll, where El, is an (n2, n2)
 matrix of all zeros except for a one in the
 upper left position. Then (A7) manipulates
 to the form

 (A9) S+ = {I + [cll/( - all - cll)]Ell}

 *(I- A 0 A)lU*

 = g I + [Cul/(1 - all -Cl)]El S

 where, as above, S*=(I-A0A )-U* (the
 value of S* when C=O).

 The formulas of the last paragraph may
 be applied to the special case discussed in the
 concluding section of the text. In this special
 case, n= 2; A and U are given by (A5); and
 C takes the form C = cluEll, where c1l is
 the variance of the shock term added to
 all= a2+f2. To assure stability, the param-
 eter restrictions of the text must be strength-
 ened to include the restriction (a2+12)2+cl,
 <1. Plugging into formulas (A7), (A8), and
 (A9) yields the equilibrium magnitudes
 var (Yt)+, r(Yt, Yt-1)+, and (R2)+ for the
 expanded model.

 (A10) var (Yt)+

 = var ( Yt)[1 - (a2 + 02)2]

 / - (a2 + 12)2 - Cll]

 r(Yt, Yt-,1)+

 - f r( Yt, Yt-1) [ 1- (a2 + 02)2 -Cll]

 + cll(a2 + 132)}/[1 - (a2 + 02)2]

 (Ry)+ = 1- 1 + .2) /var ( Yt) +

 - 1- (1-Ry) [l-(a2 + ( 2)2- Cjl]

 - (a2 + 122)2]

 where var (Yt), r(Yt, Yt-1), and R' are the
 expressions given by (5), (8), and (17) in the
 text. The derivatives of each line of (A10)

 with respect to a2+02 and o2 take the same
 signs as the corresponding derivatives in the
 text for the nonexpanded model ((14), (15),

 (18), (19)).
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